| DESCRIPTION |
Legal database of the publisher Lexis Nexis offering:

- French legal codes
- Tribunals and courts decisions
- European (ECJ, ECHR) case-laws
- Full text to the encyclopedias JurisClasseur and journals published by LexisNexis
- Collective agreements
- Legal news monitoring (News & Watches)
- Fact sheets and JurisClasseur summaries

| Technical information |
- Access onsite and outside the library
- Daily updates
- Remember to accept l’Information sur la connexion when the database starts up

| RESEARCH |
Five search modes are possible:

- Simple search
- Multi-criteria search using Boolean operators
- Search by document type. To obtain all document types, click on the “Recherche” (Search) tab. Each module can be moved, deleted... to customize the search
- The “Contenus” (Contents) tab offers a search useful when you know the references of the document you are looking for.
- The “Pratique et Outils” (Practice & Tools) tab provides information on the tax and social agenda
**EXPLOITATION OF RESULTS**

- The results are presented in a list and classified by relevance by default
- The title, document reference and an extract from the text are visible
- Filters allow you to refine your search. You can choose a specific date or period
- References can be selected before being printed, sent by email, downloaded, added to a folder (WARNING: The folder can be used by anyone) or used to create an alert

**TIPS**

- *Jurisdata* analyses are classified according to the importance of the decision. This is useful for identifying decisions according to their impact on the law. Therefore, they can be searched according to a hierarchy of importance
- create an alert related to a document (for updates), but also an alert on a programmed research